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Owning your own home…it’s the great Aussie dream. With around two-thirds of the
population either holding a mortgage, or owning their property outright, the dream is
very much alive and well. With experience as home owners, record low interest rates,
and strong capital growth over the last 25 years – many Australians see housing as
great investment in their future.
So the question that needs to be asked is…why do only 8.6% of Australians own
property as an investment?
The answer for most is that they just don’t know how to get started…
The following 9-step guide is designed to take you through a systematic, step-by-step,
process – equipping you with the knowledge, and tools to get your start as a property
investor. We’ve got a lot to cover, so let’s dive right in.
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CHAPTER 1:

WHY INVEST IN PROPERTY?

Factor 1:

SECURITY
Bricks and mortar appeal to a lot of
Australians, based simply on the fact
that it’s a real/tangible asset. You
can touch and feel it and unlike a
company, it can’t be liquidated or go
bankrupt! The other party that likes
this security is banks – who will lend
up to 90% of the properties value
without insurance. Yep turns out the
term ‘safe as houses’ is holding up

Capital Growth (property appreciating in value)
Secure Rental Income (increased monthly cashflow)

Unlike other asset types which generally only offer capital growth, investment property offers the
potential for capital growth, whilst producing week-on-week cashflow through rental income. Sounds
good right? For a lot of Aussies, this is enough of a reason to get started with property investment, but
there are plenty of other factors.

PAST PERFORMANCE

TAX & DEPRECIATION

According to data from Aussie

Did you know that owning an

Home Loans & Core logic, strong
housing growth over the last 25
years have boosted the median
house price by 412% (or $460,000).
That means houses in Australia have
grown at a rate of 6.8% year-onyear, over the last 25 years. While
this growth is very impressive, what
makes it even better, is how stable

investment property can give you
a healthy tax break? Depending on
how you are setup (and the value of
your property), you may be eligible
to reduce your taxable income by
upwards of $8,000 each year! These
tax cuts can be claimed on almost
anything to do with the property,
including (but not limited to):
Interest on the loan

•

Council and water rates

property has been in it’s

•

Repairs and maintenance

performance and growth.

•

Insurance

•

Gardening

•

Cleaning

•

Property agent fees

•

Advertisement

most impressive security in

•
•

Factor 3:

•

pretty accurately, but perhaps the

We’re all taught the importance of investing our money. Whether that’s in a savings, shares, property or
precious metals (ie gold, silver), there are a variety of ‘vehicles’ one could use to expand their wealth.
So why do people chose property? Here’s two great reasons:

Factor 2:

this growth has been over this time.

And much, much more…and that’s before we even start on depreciation
(more on this in section 3). The best part? Property investment is accessible
to almost anyone with full-time income. Whether you’re a multimillionaire, or a
mum and dad with a mortgage and 2 kids – property can be an excellent
strategy to build wealth, reduce tax and increase income.

So how can you get started from as little as $50 a week?
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CHAPTER 2:

PURCHASE AN INVESTMENT PROPERTY
FOR AS LITTLE AS $100 A WEEK
Part 1: Assets & Income

Often when people think of purchasing an investment property, they think they’ll have to save a huge
deposit, take out a second mortgage (that’s equal or more than their current one) and financially, either
have to:

A) Cut all spending and sacrifice their lifestyle to make things work
B) Never be able to purchase investment property
Fortunately, most of the time, neither of these situations occur. In fact, a lot of Australian residents can
purchase an investment property with $0 down, and use other people’s money to pay it off (more on
this later!). The first step, is to work out where your finances are at NOW, so we can work out what our
financial goals for the property will be in Chapter 3. But which factors of your finance do you need to
look at?

1. Income – how much money you bring in consistently each week/month or year.
2. Net income – the amount of income you have AFTER paying for your expenses.
Most Australians have a solid grasp on their household income either weekly or annually, but VERY
few people have an idea of what their net income is. By sitting down and working this out, you can
get a good idea of how much extra money you have each week – and how much you may be
comfortable putting towards an investment property (more on this later). Next we need to look at
assets. Assets are items of value that you own, and can include things like:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cash or savings
Current home, equity or investment properties
Stocks or Shares
Vehicles – cars, 4wd, jetskis, boats, bikes, etc
Home and contents
Jewelry, collectables or art

It can be a great exercise to go through and count up everything you own, to calculate the value
of your assets. But remember, you will need to base the value on what they are worth at current
market rate.

Part 2: Liabilities
Liabilities generally refer to things you owe money on. This can include things like:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mortgage / Home Loan
Credit Cards
Car Loans
Business & Personal Loans
Line of credit
HECS/HELP Debt

Now you can calculate your overall asset position. Simply subtract your liabilities from your
assets and the remaining amount is your net worth. This is an important part of the greater strategy,
and will give you a good starting point for how much you can borrow and the type of investment
property you can get into.
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CHAPTER 3:

Deciding on a capital growth vs
rental yield is the cornerstone of
your property investment strategy
and there really isn’t a ‘better
or worse’ option. It all comes
down to your goals and
objectives. Once you know
what your goals are, you
can select the strategy that
best aligns with you.

CRAFTING YOUR INVESTMENT STRATEGY
When it comes to investing, there is a big difference between a strategy and a concept. A strategy is
defined as: ‘A plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim.’ And that’s what we’re
going to create in this step. Within your overall strategy, there will be several variables you can ‘tweak’
to make it personal to you and your goals, whilst sticking to your chosen strategy.

Capital Growth or Cash Flow Focus?
A common question beginning investors ask is ‘Should I focus on cash flow (ie rental yield) or capital
growth (ie appreciation) with my investment?’ Great question! Investment properties in Australia that
generate higher capital growth, traditionally, have generated lower rental returns. So it’s important to
get clear on why you’re investing in property to begin with, and ensuring you pick the outcome that
aligns with your goals. Here are some pros and cons for both to help you decide:

CAPITAL GROWTH
•

RENTAL YIELD

Has demonstrated consistent results. As discussed in Chapter 1, Australian property on average has returned

•

Consistent income. Providing you have tenants, you will generate consistent income every week from your
property. Providing you’ve invested in a good area, this return should also increase over time!

•

Immediate benefit. Unlike capital growth which may take years to show fruit, with a good rental strategy,
you can start generating cashflow almost immediately. This can relieve a lot of the discomfort for first-time
investors and be an encouragement that they are moving towards their goals.

•

Increased cashflow. With rental yield coming in, at the end of the day, you have a greater household income.
This could mean more money to pay down your existing mortgage, the ability to work a little less, put more
into savings or to invest in other asset classes.

•

Possibility for stunted long-term growth. Investing in an area with strong rental yield typically demonstrates
reasonable demand to live in that suburb/area. As a result, it may be that the area has already experienced
considerable growth, leading to lower long-term growth (this all depends on the area). If you’re investing in

lends credit to this strategies affectiveness.
•

It’s a passive investment. After doing the hard work (ie research) up front and selecting your property, there is
very little to do other than wait for your property to increase in value.

•

You can implement negative gearing. Capital growth strategies often implement negative gearing, meaning

PROS

PROS

6.8% annual growth for over 25 years. Whilst past performance isn’t an indicator of future performance, this

the property makes a taxable loss at the end of the year. However, it’s not all bad news – as this allows for
larger tax reductions on personal income.

•

Less rental income. Whilst it is possible for an investment property to generate good capital growth and rental
income – it is rare. By purchasing in an area with good capital growth, it may have a lower rental yield based

•

No guarantees. Investing for capital growth relies on the ability to forecast the potential of the market. Getting
this wrong may lead to low capital growth, plus losses along the way if the property is negatively geared. If
done incorrectly this can be a very costly and drawn-out mistake.

•

Capital Gains Tax. When you sell your property for a profit or loss, the income generated is classed under
capital gains tax (CGT) and falls under personal income (unless setup otherwise). This can take a large percent
of your profit as an investor, and may make you reconsider your investment strategy. As a result, having a
proper tax strategy is strongly advised prior to creating this strategy to avoid disappointment or a nasty tax bill!

Whilst this strategy can be risky, if executed correctly, capital growth is a fantastic strategy for generating
equity growth and creating a repeatable process to acquire multiple investment properties. For a rule
of thumb, we recommend targeting areas with a growth rate of around 6.75%-8%.

CONS

CONS

on demand in that area.

the now of rental yield (vs the future of capital growth) you shouldn’t bank on above-average growth.
•

Possible vacancy. This is a crucial step in property investment that many beginner investors overlook, finding
and keeping a tenant. Regardless of whether you have a tenant, you will likely have a loan on this property –
and regardless of whether you have rental income coming in, you will have to repay this loan. This is where
proper strategy comes into play – and planning for how you would manage your finance in times of vacancy.

•

Minimal tax benefit. As rental yield properties traditionally are positively geared (ie generating income equal
to/more than expenses) the tax deductions that come into play are also reduced. On top of this, if you are
making a profit on your property, you will have to pay tax on this under personal income.

Whilst this strategy is seen as ‘less risky’ than capital growth investing, there is still a lot to consider
when purchasing a property for rental yield. A target for high rental yield would be somewhere
between 7-10% of the properties value, per year.

CHAPTER 4:

New vs Old vs Reno

So, now that you know what you’re trying to achieve with your property – it’s time to work out what
property type of property you will invest in. You’ve got 3 main options:

Option 1:

New Home

1. New (ie constructed)
2. Existing

MAXIMIZE DEPRECIATION - Did you know that as an investment, most items in the house are

3. Renovating

considered depreciable assets? Yes from the home itself, down to things like fixtures and even carpets
can be depreciated over time. This can give huge tax benefits, and turn a property that is negatively
geared (ie making a loss), into one that is cashflow positive.

As with our growth vs yield debate, there are pros and cons to all options, so let’s break them down
piece by piece.

GREATER TENANT APPEAL - If you had the choice to live in a brand-new home, or one that’s 50
years old…which would you pick? If you picked the new home, you’re likely in the majority of tenants…
tenants that you will want renting out your home vs others in the area. Having a newly constructed
home increases appeal for tenants and may attract higher rental values.

PROS

PROTECTION - Unlike an existing property, which may have major structural defects, the builder
of your investment property must guarantee the property from structural defects for a minimum of 20
years. This gives a lot of peace of mind that your nest-egg will be protected for years to come.

LESS MAINTENANCE - A lot of people get caught out buying existing investment properties, only
to find our they have to spend thousands to get it ready for tenants…or incur consistent on-going costs
to keep the tenants happy. As long as you chose a good builder, by building a new home, you will likely
side-step a lot of maintenance costs and headaches.

BUILD FOR THE MARKET - Once you know the area you’re looking to invest, you’re likely thinking
about which type of dwelling will help you achieve your goals. Is it a 3 or 4 bedroom? What about a
duplex or dual occupancy? With the decision to build, you grant yourself a greater level of flexibility
with the final product – rather than relying on what’s already in the area.

POTENTIAL FOR INSTANT-EQUITY - Before a property can be built, it will be valued by the
banks (to ensure that it’s valued correctly). If you get a good price on the land + build, you may find that
your property is valued higher than the amount you paid – meaning you have made money before the
property has even been built! This equity can then be leveraged to further expand your portfolio (more
on this later).

LIMITED LOCATIONS - More often than not, building an investment property requires vacant land
– which in popular cities is becoming rarer and rarer. Alternatively, you may consider doing a knock-

CONS

down-rebuild or subdividing existing land to build on, however, this is something to consider.

TAKES TIME TO GET STARTED - Unlike an existing home, which you can tenant immediately, the
building process usually takes up to 6 months. During this time, you will be paying for the investment
property whilst construction takes place without a tenant in place.

OVER-SATURATION - If you decide to invest in an area with future developments, you may find in
5-10 years that your property has become ‘dated’ and lost tenant appeal in relation to newer builds. For
this reason, picking your land location is critical for protecting future growth.
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New
Existing Build
Renovation

Option 3:

Renovation
HIGH-RISK, HIGH-REWARD - Generally, undertaking a property purchase and renovation is done
with the ‘flip and sell’ mentality – with the prospect of making money quickly. As a result, this can be
seen as a risky investment (hence why we recommend this only for seasoned campaigners). With that

Option 2:

Existing Build
NO LIMIT ON LOCATION - As most saught-after locations already have homes in them, it will likely

PROS

said, with the right market conditions, planning and execution, this can be a great way to make a great

be easier to buy one in a specific area than finding new land. However, this can often lead to purchasing

POTENTIAL TO AD VALUE QUICKLY (regardless of market conditions) - IAs renovations
or additions ad value to the property outside of capital growth, this is a level of growth that can be
somewhat ‘manufactured’. Depending on your skill level and project scope, this can be a great way to
ad value quickly – even if the market is stagnating.

YOU’RE IN CONTROL OF THE PROJECT - Whether you engage tradesman to give you a hand, or

in areas that the buyer likes/feels comfortable, rather than making an informed, calculated decision

PROS

return in a short amount of time.

chose to do this yourself, you have control over the speed and cost of the renovation. For a lot of people,

(more on this later)

the idea of doing a DIY is exciting and they get a lot out of the renovation process (other than profit on

ABILITY TO NEGOTIATE - With an established home, generally, there will be the ability to negotiate

the sale!). But beware, the longer you’re doing renovations without a tenant – the more the property is

the value with the buyer. This single act alone can save you tens-of-thousands on the final price, and is

costing you in interest repayments!

a great lure for purchasing existing.

PROPERTY HISTORY - As the property has existed for some time, you will be able to check the
rental/sales history and give you an informed estimate on the property’s value and rental yield.

BUDGET BLOWOUT - Regardless of your level experience, going over budget on a renovation is a

POTENTIAL TO RENOVATE - More on this in the next section, but it should be noted that renovations

common issue. Whether it’s an underestimation of costs in the first place, or unforeseen issues – this can

are typically only performed on existing properties.

set you back tens-of-thousands more than you initially planned. Before jumping into a renovation, we
recommend having a contingency plan for your budget, ensuring that the job doesn’t get stuck half-way.

TAKES (MUCH) LONGER THAN EXPECTED - How often does a 5-minute job turn into a 60
minute escapade that leaves you frustrated and wondering why ‘life is so much harder than it needs

purchasing an existing home. This includes, but is not limited to: cracks in the walls/ceiling, termite,

to be’ ? Now imagine that, drawn out over many months on an investment property that just needed

sagging or leaking roof, timber-rot, uneven floors, crumbling concrete and more. Needless to say, these

‘a new coat of paint and a minor kitchen upgrade’…whilst this isn’t always the case, scope creep (ie a

are not issues buyers want to deal with, and can incur costs into the hundreds-of-thousands of dollars.

CONS

To avoid this, ensure you get a proper building inspection done before purchasing an investment
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property – preferably from a builder that you know and trust well.

ON-GOING MAINTENANCE. - Regardless of the age of the property, maintenance will eventually

CONS

LIMITED LOCATIONS - Risk of structural issues. There are a number of major structural risks when

project deadline continually being extended) is very common for renovations. Before you jump into the
project, make sure you have a very clear understanding of your time-scape and a contingency plan in
place in case of unforeseen time issues – generally, the longer the project is drawn out, the more it will
cost you…so this one goes hand-in-hand with the aforementioned ‘budget blowout’.

become part of the ownership. However, with a home that’s say 10+ years old, it’s likely to become a

NO GUARANTEES - Thinking that you will simply buy a property, do it up, and then sell it (at a

more frequent and prevalent issue. The most common issues are: air conditioning, doors, toilets, sinks,

profit) can be a very unwise mindset undertaking these sorts of projects. What would happen if you

bathtubs, drains and lights.

were unable to complete the job due to costs/time constraints? Would you be able to continue paying

LIMITED LOCATIONS - Depending on your investment strategy (growth vs yield) it may make more

for the renovation if something happened to your job? Or what if the market went the other way, right

sense to build, as existing homes, typically generate a lower rental return. This again links back to

in the middle of your project…you could struggle to breakeven or even make a loss. As a result, we

tenant appeal and the desire for tenants to live in a more ‘dated’ house.

recommend having a very well thought out strategy and exit plan for any renovation project.

Now, we touched briefly on the idea of renovations for existing homes, and they really fit
more under the ‘existing’ homes category than a new build. But the question is, are they
worth it? After watching an episode of better homes and gardens, or the block, it can be
tempting to purchase an existing home, take a trip to Bunnings, and adorn your builders’
hat in the hopes of making some good money. We’ll briefly cover the pros and cons of
renovations, however, this strategy is generally recommended for experienced investors
or tradesman due to the potential financial risks.

WHICH IS BEST?
At the end of the day, there is really no ‘best-strategy’ from these options – as the best option
is based around achieving your own goals. However, for the fact of maximal deprecation/
tax advantages, tenant appeal, minimal maintenance and guarantee on the build itself –
typically a new build is seen as a great investment – especially if you find the right area.
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CHAPTER 5:

FINDING THE RIGHT PROPERTY
So, you could invest anywhere in Australia (or overseas!), how and where do you even start? According
to a recent report from the University of Sydney, around 68% of all property investors bought
somewhere locally. In the scheme of things, this makes sense – it’s familiar, you can check on the
property anytime and you’ve likely been around this area (and seen its growth) for years.

The following are some factors that you may use to determine the right property:

But this ‘home bias’ can be one of the biggest mistakes inexperienced investors make…

Why?
Because 2/3rds of investors are limiting themselves to investing in 1 area!
When people are discussing property prices in Australia, they often make the assumption that all
property moves proportionately – while this can be the case sometimes, more often than not, property
prices rise, stagnate and fall differently depending on the area. So how do we identify the right property
to invest in?
We like the use the analogy: S.R.S.P

•

State

•

Region

•

Suburb

•

Property

Here’s an example of what this would look like in a real-life example:

1. State – QLD
2. Region – Logan City
3. Suburb – Bahrs Scrub
4. Property – Lot 526 Brookhaven Boulevard
Rather than just picking a local market (that may be going up or down), using the SRSP method, we
start with a greater scope, and narrow down to our target property with relative ease. So our first step, is
choosing the right state – based on where we think we can a) afford and b) generate the best returns.

The next step is to have a look at the region within that area, such as Gold Coast, Barossa
Valley, Central Coast, etc. By working down from state to regional level, we now have
a much smaller pool of potential suburbs and available properties. Now that you have
your sights on a region, it’s time to narrow down to a few select suburbs. We recommend
somewhere between 2-3 suburbs. From there, find the top 2 properties from each. This
should give you around 5 properties as your ‘top’ picks – generally 2-3 of these will fall
away on further inspection, leaving you with 1 of 2 options. Do you take the red or the
blue pill? Well, that’s up to you, but before you do you’re probably wondering – what am I
looking for here? In fact, how do I even pick the right region or suburb in the first place?
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1. Infrastructure. Things like hospitals, schools, roads,
railways or shopping centres can greatly increase the desire
to live in a certain area. From greater job opportunities, to
having a school close to home – upcoming infrastructure is
one of the greatest impactors on property value.
2. Population Growth. More people in the area, means more people
needing housing in the area. A very simple supply & demand would
indicate this as a strong sign of growth.
3. Rental Yield. Looking at similar properties in the area, you should
get a fair idea of the type of rental yield you can expect from your
investment property. This is critical in ensuring your cashflow is working
for (and not against!) you with your investment.
4. Employment Vicinity. Is this region/suburb close to work centers,
factories or offices? Most people want to live relatively close to their work
and as a result, this increases the demand for these sorts of locations.
5. Vacancy Rates. Is the area you’re looking at currently experiencing a high rate
of vacancy? If yes (ie over 3-4%), this can be a pretty good sign that the area is
either in decline or undesirable.
6. Owner Occupiers vs Renters. Is the area you’re looking at saturated with
investments already or mainly homeowners? If it’s majority investors, you will likely
find yourself in thick competition for rent, and may find yourself with an empty home…
7. Close to amenities. This includes public transport, parks & playgrounds, shopping
centers, schools, sporting grounds, schools and universities all play a huge part in the
desirability to live in a certain area. Remember, if there’s demand for the activity – there will
likely be demand for the property around that activity.
8. Previous growth trends – has this market experienced high-growth (10%+) over the last few
years? It might be an indication that this area is due for a correction and growth will be stunted.
9. Median property price. This will give you a good understanding of what houses are worth in
that area and whether you’re getting yourself into a bargain or potentially expensive property.
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CHAPTER 6:

For the beginner investor, this process
can seem complex and timely. For
seasoned campaigners though,
this process is something they’ve
potentially gone through dozens
of times – and becomes just the
routine to building or purchasing
their next investment. If it’s
your first time, having a team
of trusted experts that can
guide you along the way
can ensure you avoid
costly mistakes, and give
you a lot of assurance
along the way.

THE STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS

Here is the simplest explanation of the entire process, from start to finish:

Step 1. The Idea & Initial Research
This involves taking interest in investment property, considering it as an option and
working out if it can work for you. The good news is that by reading this booklet, you
have already started!

Step 2. Working Out Your Finance
This is assessing your current financial situation (where you are now), and your financial
goals for the future (where you want to go) and getting clear on whether you can invest
in property, and whether it’s a good decision for you. Note – sitting down with a property
strategist, mortgage broker, financial planner or accountant may greatly assist with this step.

Step 3. Get Clear On Your Strategy
Will you focus on growth or yield? Do you want to buy new, existing or start a reno? How
long will you hold the property for? What are your targets? This is the time to answer these
(and other) key questions, to ensure you setup an easy to follow, step-by-step roadmap
for your investment success. Again, having someone to assist with this step (that has
demonstrated experience), can be greatly beneficial.

Step 4. Get Your Finance Pre-Approved
we recommend getting in touch with a good broker, who can help get you pre-approved for
a certain amount for your investment. This will ensure you are looking at properties that
are actually within your budget.

Step 5. Finding The Property
Using the info in Chapter 5, the SRSP method and some good-old-fashioned research you
should be able to narrow it down to the right one, and put pen to paper.
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Step 6. Contracts & Initial Payments
This is where you would sign any required forms, and pay any deposits required to retain that
property while the legal forms are drawn up. At this point, it is highly recommended to have a
legal representative (ie lawyer) engaged to read over any paperwork – ensuring everything is
above-board from a legal perspective.

Step 7. Finance, Conveyancing & Settlement
Once everything is ok from the legal and finance teams, and the process goes through to
conveyancing where the property is transferred from one party to another. If everything
checks out, the property and bid will exchange and a settlement takes place.

Step 8. Construction (If buying new)
Once everything has cleared financially, your builder will start work on the homes construction.
This will typically take somewhere between 4-6 months depending on your builder.

Step 9. Finding A Tenant
At this point, the final step is finding a tenant to move in. This can be done privately, or
through a real estate agent or other property management agency.
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CHAPTER 7:

COSTLY MISTAKES TO AVOID
So, by this point you’ve probably got a fair understanding of what’s involved in
property investment…but there’s usually a huge barrier to entry for beginner
investors. They are afraid of making a mistake, and costing themselves $10,000s…so,
here are our top-10-tips to avoid when investing in property:

1. Don’t be emotional
This is investing rule #1 for a reason, and it’s no different in
property. As discussed in Chapter 5, this is a rule around 68% of
Australian property investors are already breaking by buying close
to home. If you want to invest logically and intelligently, you must
keep your emotions aside. Investing is a numbers game – property is
merely the vehicle that moves our numbers closer to our goals.

2. Ignore media propaganda
Bad news sells… with Australian’s interest in property, it’s no wonder that
news and media sources are ‘trigger happy’ to jump on any story and blow
it way out of proportion for a story…while it’s important to pay attention to
what’s going on in property, don’t treat what you see on TV as gospel. Get
yours facts from property data, not from Channel 9.

3. Chasing that ‘hot’ suburb
If a suburb or region has recently experienced high growth (eg 2+ years of over 10%) it can be
easy to think it will go up forever…generally, as markets move in cycles, this would more indicate
a poor investment choice as the heat has gone out of that area, and it may be due for a correction.
You want to focus on areas that are yet to experience this growth, so you can ride that wave.

4. Not being crystal clear on strategy
Most people have a general idea of why they’re buying investment property, but is it crystal
clear? Is it written down or documented? Is it set with checkpoints and risk management?
If not, it might be time to sit down with an investment professional and come up with a full,
complete strategy.

5. Not having the right team
buying the right property is a journey…one that usually requires the right team. These
‘team members’ may include: investment experts, mortgage brokers, financial planners,
accountants, lawyers, conveyancers, property settlers & a leasing agency.
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6. Chasing the ‘deal of a lifetime’
Try to find the perfect property, at the perfect interest rate, at the perfect price, at the perfect
time, with the perfect…you get the picture. This ‘paralysis by over analysis’ is a very common
mistake for investors – both experienced and inexperienced.

7. Getting your finance wrong
Whether it’s the wrong loan structure, overcapitalizing or not factoring in additional costs
(ie stamp duty, lenders mortgage insurance, etc) there are a plethora of financial ‘potholes’
that first-time investors can fall into.

8. Investing regionally vs metro
You may like to live in the country, and thinking that investing there is a ‘solid bet’…but with
85% of Australians living within 50kms of the beach, it’s clear that the majority of the country
wants to live near the beach…the result? That our cities (ie housing and job demand) is
closer to the sea than the bush. When it comes to investing, typically, houses in metro areas
both appreciate and rent better – based on the demand.

9. Getting advice from anyone who will give it
Heard a good property tip round the BBQ? Or maybe you’re getting advice from the
local real estate agent? While both of these sources may prove to be reliable (at some
point) it isn’t recommended to be taking advice from people who are ‘perceived’ experts.
Remember, you will be owning this investment for a long-time – so be sure to chose wisely
with where you get your information.

10. Doing nothing
What’s the #1 way to ensure you aren’t successful in property investment? Don’t invest! It
sounds simple, but this is honestly the main reason people aren’t successful as property
investors. Whether it’s lack of confidence, not being able to ‘find time’ to learn about it
(sound familiar?) or maybe just not knowing where to start – without taking a first-step
forward, there’s no way to be successful.
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CHAPTER 8:

Peak of Market

When Should You Invest In Property?

Approaching
Peak of Market

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There’s an age-old saying in property ‘Time in the market, trumps timing the market’
– this statement needs to be front-and-center on your mind when deciding whether
now is the right time to invest. As a general rule of thumb, our perspective is this: If
you want to invest in property, have capacity to invest, have a strategy in place and
are confident that you can service the loan – that’s the best time to invest in property.
With that said, we always recommend getting expert advice (ie from a financial
planner, investment strategist and/or mortgage broker) as each individuals and
couples situations will be different. With that said, there are some handy tools that can
help us make more educated guesses as to when to purchase an investment property
– one of which is Herron Todd Whites’ (HTW) property clock:
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Start of
Recovery

When is a good time to invest in property?
What is the best/worst time to invest in property?
What signs indicate a good/bad time to invest?
Is 2020 a good year to invest in property?
Should I invest now, or try and time a ‘lul’ in the market?

And these are all great questions…but before answering them, we need to address
the elephant in the room. No one (not even the greatest property investors) has a
crystal ball, can perfectly forecast the future, or knows for certain if it is indeed a
good or bad time to invest in property. Why is that? It’s because so many factors
can affect property prices! Factors like: economic growth, interest rates, changes in
Government, infrastructure, immigration, war, unemployment, consumer sentiment
and more all play pivotal roles in the greater economic outlook and can all change
rapidly and affect whether it is a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ time.

Declining
Market

Rising
Market

If you’ve made a decision to invest in property, and have followed the steps in this guide up to this
point you’ve likely got 1 burning question: is now a good time to invest in property? Other questions
you may have include:

Sarting
to Decline

Property
Clock

Approaching
Bottom of Market

Bottom of Market

Picking the right time to invest:
As we’ve discussed previously, property (as with all financial markets), moves in cycles. These
cycles generally are represented by 4 key periods:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The peak of the market
Declining market
Bottom of market
Rising market

Now, obviously the best time to buy would be the bottom of the market, and the worst the peak. But
how do you tell when that time is? HTW’s property clock is a great free tool for giving an ‘overview’
of where markets sit, based on there data. What makes this even better, is that it works not on
states, but on areas/regions – meaning you have a better understanding of where certain markets
are at. But there are some caveats to this information:

1. These tools should not be treated as 100% accurate, but rather, used as a guide.
2. They are general in nature and give a broad overview of areas.
For example, you could have 2 homes in Rockhampton (same area) – one is a good investment,
and the other is not. Regardless of them being in the same area, they may be in completely different
suburbs, and are completely different properties. Therefore, applying a ‘blanket’ rule based on 1
piece of data would be incredibly unwise, and could either rush you into the wrong property, or stop
you from buying the right one.
This is all part of the property investing game! Despite having indicators, expert analysis and
opinion, at the end of the day all investment carries a level of potential risk and reward. Our aim
(and yours) should be to focus on making the most informed, educated and logical investment – to
meet your specific financial goals. There is never a ‘perfect’ time to invest, only a time to enter the
market (purchase the property) and to exit the market (sell the property). By having a crystal-clear
strategy of what you’re trying to achieve, teamed with an understanding of market cycles, you will
go along way to purchasing a property at the right time.
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CHAPTER 9:

Getting started, how to claim your free
45-minute property investing strategy session.
We’ve covered a lot of ground in this booklet, but we hope it’s given you a much greater understanding
of property investing, and how to do it successfully. But this really is only the first step, in what we
hope, is a long and prosperous investment career for you. We’ve received a lot of feedback on this
booklet, and the most common question we keep getting asked is this:

‘What do I need to do, to get started, and ensure that I’m
investing in the right property?’

As you probably understand by now, finding that right property isn’t as simple as
scrolling on realestate.com. It requires planning, research, strategy and execution.
On top of this, the reality is, for every individual/couple, the answer is different based
on their goals, current financial position and risk appetite. As a result, we always
recommend finding someone that you know, like and trust to help you get started on
your journey…but finding this person isn’t always easy.
With the rise of online information, courses, seminars and property ‘gurus’ – it’s never
been a more confusing time for would-be investors…as a result, to best help more
people get into the property investment game, we’re currently offering a very limited
number of 1-on-1 property investment strategy sessions.

Here’s what you’ll learn during the strategy session:
1.

The #1 investment strategy average Aussies’ are using right now, to build
lasting wealth through property.

2. Our top 5 suburbs to invest in in 2020, that are set to boom in value and defy
the property-pandemic.
3. How you can purchase an investment property, with no money down, and
get other people to pay it off for you.
4. How you can redirect thousands-of-dollars in tax each year, to slash years
off your mortgage term (saving you thousands in interest payments alone).
5. How you can build a property portfolio that allows you to retire early on
$2000/week.

Click Here

to book your session

Ty
Or Call Us On 07 5644 8600
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